Attention-based bidirectional long short-term network (BiLSTM) models have recently shown promising results in text classification tasks. However, when the amount of training data is restricted, or the distribution of the test data is quite different from the training data, some potential informative words maybe hard to be captured in training. In this work, we propose a new method to learn attention mechanism for domain classification. Unlike the past attention mechanisms only guided by domain tags of training data, we explore using the latent topics in the data set to learn topic attention, and employ it for BiLSTM. Experiments on the SMP-ECDT benchmark corpus show that the proposed latent topic attention mechanism outperforms the state-of-the-art soft and hard attention mechanisms in domain classification. Moreover, experiment result shows that the proposed method can be trained with additional unlabeled data and further improve the domain classification performance.
Introduction
Spoken language understanding (SLU) applications are becoming increasingly important in our daily lives [1] . In using of human-computer dialogue based applications, human may have various intent, for example, chit-chatting, asking questions, booking air tickets, inquiring weather, etc. Therefore, after receiving an input message (text or automatic speech recognition result) from a user, the first step is to classify the user utterance into a specific domain for further processing. For example, a user asking the chatbot for "今天 福州的天气怎么样? (How is the weather in Fuzhou today?)" should have his utterance classified as weather-query so that the query can be routed to the correct natural understanding subsystem. Domain classification can be treated as a semantic utterance classification problem, and popular classifiers like support vector machines (SVM) [2] and deep neural network methods [3] can be applied. Especially, the recurrent neural network (RNN) model has been successfully applied in many sequence learning problems [4] , as it can be easy to deal with variable-length input utterances.  Recent approaches introduce attention mechanisms to focus the models on informative words [5] [6] [7] . However, to our knowledge, the parameter vectors of the attention in all of the existing attention approaches are trained with the domain tags. When the amount of training data is limited, or the distribution of the test data is quite different from the training data, some potential informative words maybe hard to be captured in  * Corresponding author.
training. Unlike the guidance of the domain tags, the focus of this work is to improve the accuracy of domain classification by exploiting a new attention mechanism using the latent topic.
Modeling an utterance as a mixture of latent topics is a valuable way to infer semantics in an unsupervised manner. Several conventional topic modeling techniques such as latent semantic analysis [8] , probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA), latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [9] and biterm topic model (BTM) [10] have been used to good success in inferring the high level meaning of documents through a set of representative word (topics) [11] . In text classification, many researches adopt topic model to mine latent topics as classification features [12] [13] [14] . Different from these studies, we use topic model to calculate the attention and employ it for bidirectional long short-term memory network (BiLSTM). The experiments on the SMP-ECDT benchmark corpus show the well performance of the proposed attention mechanism.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the related prior work including attention mechanisms and biterm topic model. In Section 3, we describe the proposed method. Section 4 discusses the experiment setup and results on SMP-ECDT benchmarking task. Section 5 concludes the work.
Relation to prior work

Attention mechanisms
Recently, various attention mechanisms have been previously studied in text classification problems. Here, we consider two popular alternatives, soft attention [5] [6] [7] and hard attention [15] .
Soft attention was widely used in text classification, such as intent detection [5] , relation classification [6] and document classification [7] . Although there exists a little difference in the computations about the functions of score, the attention mechanism is to calculate the "soft" aligned attention weight from the output of the encoder, and then the output of the encoder is scaled according to the weight of attention:
,
where score is a feed-forward neural network. We first feed the LSTM outputs through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to get as a hidden representation of . Then the is computed as a weighted sum of the LSTM outputs ( based on the weights ( ). Another variant of attention mechanism is hard attention [15] that aligns each output to exactly one input state but requires intricate training to teach the network to choose that state: ,
, (5) where is the probability that the LSTM output of i th time step is selected. is an one-hot vector. When the LSTM output of i th time step is selected, the corresponding is set to 1, and others are set to 0.
Although the abovementioned studies have shown that the existing attention mechanisms empirically perform well, all of them are trained with the domain tags. When the amount of the labeled training data is restricted, some potential informative words maybe hard to be captured in the existing attention mechanisms. The key idea of BTM is to learn topics over short text. Suppose are the Dirichlet priors. The specific generative process of the corpus in BTM can be described as follows:
Biterm topic model
1. For each topic z, draw a topic-specific word distribution .
2. Draw a topic distribution for the whole collection.
For each biterm in the biterm set :
(a) draw a topic assignment , (b) draw two words: .
Following the above procedure, the joint probability of a biterm can be written as:
. (6) Thus the likelihood of the whole corpus is: .
By using BTM, we can get the proportions of the word under the topic. Moreover, BTM can make full use of data that is not labeled because it is an unsupervised model. In our proposed method, we make use of the characteristics of BTM and import BTM into attention mechanism.
Proposed method
In this section, we first describe the approach on latent topic attention-based BiLSTM for domain classification. Following that, we describe the proposed method on inferring latent topics to affect the attention weight directly. To the best of our knowledge, using the topic model as an attention mechanism has not yet been studied.
Latent topic attention for domain classification
We modify the model for domain classification based on [6] and incorporate a new attention mechanism using BTM, namely Latent topic att. As shown in Figure 2 , it consists of five layers. In the embedding layer, Given a utterance consisting of L words , every word is converted into a real-valued vector . For each word in U, we first look up the embedding matrix , where V is a fixed-sized vocabulary, and is the size of word embedding. The matrix is a parameter to be learned, and is a hyperparameter to be chosen by users. We transform a word into its word embedding by using the matrix-vector product: ,
where is a vector of size which has value 1 at index and 0 in all other positions. Then the utterance is feed into the next layer as a real-valued vectors . In the LSTM layer, we use a bidirectional RNN [16] . Bidirectional RNN has been successfully applied in speech recognition [17] and spoken language understanding [1] . We use LSTM [18] as the basic recurrent network unit for its ability to better model long-term dependencies comparing to simple RNN. We concatenation of the forward state and backward state .
.
In the attention layer, we will use a function to calculate the attention weight for the and we introduce the calculation of from BTM layer in Subsection 3.2. Then the representation of the utterance is formed by a weighted sum of these output vectors. (10) In the output layer, we use a softmax classifier to predict label from a discrete set of domain classes for an utterance . The classifier takes the hidden state as input:
The cost function is negative log-likelihood of the true domain class labels : ,
where is the one-hot represented ground truth and is the estimated probability for each domain class by softmax ( is the number of target domain classes).
Latent topic attention mechanism
The idea of the latent topic attention mechanism is mining latent topic information to guide the distribution of attention weight. The words that significantly differ in various topics are captured as informative words that need more attention:
Firstly, we can easily estimate the topic-word distributions in BTM [10] : , (13) where is the total number of words, n is the times of word w assigned to the topic z, is the hyperparameter. Then, by word proportions of the topic, one can get the correlation between topic and word .
In the experiments of this paper, we sort the words in every topic by the value of and then set the value of by the ranking of word in the topic .
Afterward, for each word, we will calculate the difference in different topics based on their ranking under different topics. , (15) where is the correlation value between the topic and the word . means the topic difference of the word.
In the experiments, in Eq. 15 is set to .
Finally, the attention weight of the LSTM layer output at the time is:
Experiments
Dataset
In this paper, we are particularly interested in considering classifying the user domain in a single utterance and we chose the benchmark corpus of SMP-ECDT [19] provided by the iFLYTEK Co. Ltd. to evaluate the proposed attention mechanism. SMP-ECDT (Social Media Processing -the Evaluation of Chinese Human-Computer Dialogue Technology) 2018 is the second evaluation of Chinese humancomputer dialogue technology, and subtask 1 is for Chinese utterance domain classification. The benchmark corpus consists of the two top categories chit-chat and task-oriented. Meanwhile, the task-oriented dialogue also includes 30 subcategories, making this a 31-category classification task. This corpus contains 3736 training data and 4528 test data items.
Experimental setup
We cut the training dataset into 10 parts for cross validation, and train the model to minimize the categorical cross-entropy loss and choose the best arguments using the grid search. [20] and apply the Adam optimization method following the suggested parameter setup in [21] . All data shown in the following results are the average of five independent experiments.
Results and analysis
Topic number selection
We compare the validation of our proposed Latent topic att model in different number of topics, shown in Table 1 . Results show that Latent topic att model gets the best validation performance with 20 topics, which is a moderate topic number. 
Overall performance
We then compare the proposed Latent topic att model with several baseline methods, including BiLSTM and some stateof-the-art attention mechanisms. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . [5] 78.62% Hard att [15] 78.25% Latent topic att 79.09%
BiLSTM: BiLSTM is our primary baseline in domain classification, which achieves an accuracy of 76.40%.
Soft att: Liu et al. [5] employed the network for intent direction. We installed his attention mechanism on the baseline model for domain classification. This attention mechanism gets 78.62% accuracy.
Hard att: We install the hard attention mechanism [15] on the baseline model for domain classification. This attention mechanism gets 78.25% accuracy.
Our proposed Latent topic att model yields an accuracy of 79.09%. It outperforms all of the competing approaches.
Effect of the proposed model with additional unlabeled data
Furthermore, since BTM is an unsupervised model, we turn to examine if the proposed method can be trained with additional unlabeled data and further improve the domain classification performance. We cut 4/5 test data and use it as additional unlabeled data for Latent topic att model. The remainder 1/5 of the test data is used for testing. The experimental results are shown in Table 3 . As the result shown in Table 3 , trained only with training data, Latent topic att model gets the accuracy of 79.29% on 1/5 test data, which is approximate with that on the whole test data (79.09% in Table 2 ). When trained with additional unlabeled data (i.e. 4/5 test data), Latent topic att model gets 1% further improvement of the test accuracy on 1/5 test data.
Attention intersection
We calculate the percentage of the utterances whose top k attention words in different attention mechanisms have intersection or just belong to a certain attention mechanism. The results are shown in Figure 3 As we can see from Figure 3 (a), when using Latent topic att model, the top 1 attention word of 55.7% utterances is different from soft att and hard att models, which indicates the distinctiveness of the Latent topic att model. And as shown in Figure 3 (b), in as much as 69.2% utterances, the top 3 attention words of the three attention mechanisms have intersection, which, in a certain sense, shows the effectiveness of the Latent topic att model.
Visualization of attention
The statistical results of attention intersection already show the effectiveness and distinctiveness of our models. In this case study, we further investigate the attention outputs of our model and the competing attention mechanisms. An example utterance (labeled as calc domain) is chosen from the test data for illustrating the effectiveness of our model in capturing latent informative keywords. We visualize the attention layer of it in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 4 , both of soft att and hard att models are directed to an irrelevant word "20", while our Latent topic att model can successfully capture the informative keywords, i.e. "平方 (the square)" and "等于 (equals)". In this example, we think the reason why the competing models cannot pay enough attention to the keywords is that the attention in their models is directed by the domain to learning. When the amount of training data is limited, it is easy for irrelevant words to help the model classification accidentally and they are convinced by the model that they are keywords. When training with the domain tags, there are not substantial data about calc domain to tell the model what it should pay more attention. In our model, we find that both of " 平方 (the square)" and " 等于 (equals)" have significant ranking differences (Eq. 15) in different latent topics, and thus are accurately assigned with high attention weight, which helps the classifier make the right prediction in this example.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a latent topic attention mechanism for classifying utterance. Our attention mechanism uses BTM to find more latent informative words and calculate the attention. Experimental results demonstrate that our attention mechanism outperforms the competing models. Moreover, experiment result shows that the proposed method can be trained with additional unlabeled data and further improve the domain classification performance. In addition, the statistical results of attention intersection show the effectiveness and distinctiveness of our model. And visualization of the attention layers illustrates that our attention mechanism is effective in capturing latent informative keywords. 
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